
Mexico’s most famous UFO expert believes a photo of a sunset over a stadium near the
US-Mexico border shows a flying saucer.

The snap was taken by a fan as the sun set over FC Juarez’s soccer stadium. The team
tweeted the image this week, tagging ufologist Jaime Maussan.
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An image of a suspected UFO was enhanced with artificial intelligence, creating this image.
Twitter / @jaimemaussan1
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The journalist tweeted back that he enhanced the photo with artificial intelligence, and it
clearly showed a “UAP” or “unidentified aerial phenomena” — the US military term for
UFOs.

“I believe it is a ship of non-human origin,” the authority responded on Twitter on
Wednesday.

The photograph shows Estadio Olimpico Benito Juárez — just two miles away from El
Paso, Texas — on Saturday during a match against a team from Tijuana.

A dark spot near the sun at the top left corner of the image was identified as the potential
UFO.
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“I believe it is a ship of non-human origin,” ufologist Jaime Maussan said Wednesday.
Twitter / @jaimemaussan1
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After being processed with AI, Maussan said there is clearly a round, doomed ship in the
sky.

Even more startling, the ufologist claims there’s a force field visible around it.

105 What do you think? Post a comment.

Jaime Maussan is a Mexican journalist and produces a show about aliens.
Twitter / @jaimemaussan1
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He also ruled out that the aircraft could be a human plane or a drone.

The soccer club has invited Maussan to the border city so he can inspect the
phenomenon in person, the team joked on social media.
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Ted Editedit
21 January, 2023

This object lacks the symmetry required by a 'saucer'. Looks like it has been inflated with 
helium.
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NY Warrior
20 January, 2023

So, for those of you who don't know,

If the globalists can't get us into a nuclear war,

They might try and psy op an alien invasion using CGI tech.

Yes, they will try to sell an attack of space beings.

Remember, it's fake.

Keep alcohol in the house.

Whatever it is, you don't want to do it sober.
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lol lol
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Kitara
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Just making it's way to the Davos meeting. 
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Joe Ryan
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It's Global Warming! 
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